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Answers
1. Grandparents Anonymous

Quick answer
2.  4. 

Read to answer
1. Love and care is needed to bring a smile on the faces 

of the grandparents.
2. God has sent grandparents to children as present from 

above to share the moments of their lives. They are a 
symbol of God’s love. 

Think to answer
1. A child is the speaker in the poem. 
2. Grandparents are precious because they tell us stories. 

They wipe our tears and make us laugh. 

Discuss to answer
1. The grandparents hug us, tell us stories, wipe our tears, 

make us laugh and share the moments of our lives. 
2. The child in the poem says that grandparents are a gift 

of God.
3. Accept all relevant answers.

Words in use
A. embrace, face; tears, years; above, love
B. 1. wild with mild   2. toy boy how
 3. bake cake make  4. pack black fake
 5. mate mail snail
C. 

 3. dog, lamp, man, rain, zero
 4. help, stop, tall, umbrella, yellow
 5. doll, ox, quick, tall, van
B.	 book,	cats,	drum,	fire,	pencil,	tree.

Listen to understand

Rohan’s Grandmother

Name Harmeet

Age sixty years

How does she look? tall and thin

What does she like? reading books

What does she do for Rohan? tells stories

Why does Rohan like her? she is caring

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling 
A. Wheel   Wheat  White  Whip
B. Which   Whom  While  What  Why

2. Grandma is Dying!

Quick answer
1. a)  2. b)  3. b)  4. a)

Read to answer
A. 1.  Jack was scared because his mommy and daddy 

were not at home.
	 2.	 Mrs	Jain	had	come	to	make	sure	they	were	fine.	
 3.  Mr and Mrs Peterson arranged a party to thank 

their neighbours. 
B. Uncle Jolly    hugged Jack.
	 Zahida		 	 	 	 	 gave	first	aid	to	Grandma.
 Mr Singh     shouted for help.
 Changying    got his car.
 Mrs Jain      called the ambulance.

Think to answer
1. Jack was not a ‘big boy’. Mother said so because 

she wanted Jack to be a brave boy and take care of 
Grandma. 

2. Grandma shouted, “Jack!” because she had fallen in the 
bathroom. 

3. He thought that Grandma was dying. 

Discuss to answer
1. The neighbours helped Grandma by raising alarm and 

waking	up	everyone,	by	giving	her	first	aid	and	taking	
Grandma to the hospital.

Grade 1

bell snake

cat van

cake slip

fan chair

boat well

ship tear

hair hat

bear goat

Using grammar
A. 1. apple, bone, great, hand, jam
 2. cat, egg, kite, nose, pencil
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2. Accept all relevant answers.

Words in use
A. 1. cup + cake =  cupcake
	 2.	 dragon	 +	 fly	 =	 	 dragonfly
 3. ear + ring =  earring 
 4. hair + cut =  haircut
 5. rain + bow =  rainbow

Using grammar
A. 1. The doorbell rang. It was Mrs Jain.
 2. Jack could hear Uncle Jolly talking to his pet.
 3. Zahida called for an ambulance.
 4.  His mommy and daddy were not at home  

that night.
 5. Changying, gave first	aid to grandma.
B. 

3. Farmer tries to cut the tree. 2
4. Farmer sees honey in a hole. 4
5. Farmer drops the axe. 6
6. Farmer tastes the honey and likes it. 5
7. Birds, animals and insects live happily in the tree. 7
Think to answer
1. The farmer wanted to cut the tree because it was old 

and had stopped giving fruit. He wanted to use the 
wood to make furniture.

2. The birds promised to sing for the farmer.
Discuss to answer
1.	 The	farmer	was	a	selfish	person.
2. Plants and trees feel sad and hurt when we cut them. 
Words in use
A. sad – unhappy
 rough – uneven
	 final	 –	 last
	 difficult	 –	 hard
	 soft	 –	 fluffy
 child – kid
 sharp – pointed
 close – near
Using grammar
A. Five leaves
 Green (Accept any other relevant option) leaves
 Three pencils
 Red(Accept any other relevant option) pencils
 Five books
 Interesting (Accept any other relevant option) books
 Six balls
 Blue (Accept any other relevant option) balls
B.	 1.	 	The	pink	flower	is	big.	The	white	flower	is	small. 

(small/big)
 2. Rahul is fat. Param is thin. (fat/thin)
 3. The truck is heavy. The bicycle is light. (light/heavy)
 4. Meena is happy. Tina is sad. (happy/sad)
 5. Tea is hot. Ice cream is cold. (cold/hot)
Listen to understand
beautiful nest six  red  two  white
blue		 big		 tall		 little	 colours	 flower
Writing
This is my garden. There are pink and white	flowers	in	the	
garden. There are three small trees and one big tree. There 
are five	butterflies.	Three birds are sitting on the branch 
of a tree. The garden is covered with green grass. It looks 
beautiful. I play in the garden every day.

Spelling
teeth   three   thirty    thread
feather  mother  birthday   thief

Common noun Proper noun

river

mountains

cell phone/phone

car

soap

pencil

Ganga

Accept all relevant 
answers

Accept all relevant 
answers

Accept all relevant 
answers

Accept all relevant 
answers

Accept all relevant 
answers

Listen to understand 
1. The name of the neighbour is Jason. 
2. Jason is very funny.
3. The name of Jason's pet dog is Bruno.
4. Bruno makes funny sounds.
5. The three friends play catch.

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling 
Cherries  Chair  Cheese  Chick  Cheek  Child

3. The Apple Tree

Quick answer
1.   2.   3.   4. 

Read to answer
1. Animals, birds and insects request the farmer  

not to cut the tree. 3
2. The apple tree stops giving fruit. 1
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4. Let Us Brush

Quick answer
1. We should brush our teeth two times a day.
2. We should brush our teeth for two minutes.

Read to answer
1. We should brush our teeth in the morning and  

at night. 
2. The toothbrush should move round and round.
3. We need a toothbrush and toothpaste to brush our 

teeth.

Think to answer
2.   3. 

Discuss to answer
A. 

1

4
2

5
3

B. Rinse the mouth.          6
 Brush the front and back teeth.      2
 Tidy the place.           7
 Spit the toothpaste.         3
 Clean the tongue.          4
 Spread some toothpaste on the toothbrush.  1
 Rinse the toothbrush.         5

Words in use
A. 

morning dirty

pull evening

clean front

soft last

first push

smooth stale

back rough

fresh hard

3. The cup is lying behind the book.
4. My book is on the table.
5. The mouse is caught between the two cats.
6. The dog is standing between two trees.

Listen to understand
Have cold drinks.    Drink milk.     
Eat toffees.      Eat fruits and vegetables. 
Use soft brush.  
Go to a dentist if you have a toothache. 
Use the same toothbrush for a year.  

Writing
First, I spread toothpaste on the toothbrush.  
(spread, toothbrush, toothpaste)
Then, I brush the front and back teeth. (front, back, teeth)
I also brush the backside of each tooth.  
(backside, each tooth)
I spit.(spit)
After that, I clean the tongue. (tongue)
Finally, I rinse my mouth. (rinse, mouth)
I rinse (rinse) my toothbrush and tidy the place. (tidy)

Spelling
ship  shoes  shed  sheep  shave  shell

5. Aeroplane

Quick answer

Propeller Rail tracks Bell Motor

Read to answer
1. Whirls     2. Roars    3. Field

Think to answer
1. The speaker presses the starter to make the propeller 

go round.
2.	 Yes,	the	speaker	enjoys	flying	because	the	speaker	says,	

“Oh!	It’s	fun	to	be	flying	up	in	the	skies.”
3.	 The	earth	is	far	below	because	the	speaker	is	flying	

high in an aeroplane. 
Discuss to answer
The aeroplane moves on the ground. 3
I press the start  button.     1
I lift from the ground.      4
I dip and drop.        6
The motor starts.       2
I can see the earth below.    5
Words in use
A. cup  hair  man  chair  fan  dice
 mice  up   swing  zip   ship ring
B. cup up Accept all relevant options

hair chair Accept all relevant options

Using grammar
1. Neena is sitting behind a chair.
2. The bird is sitting on the branch of a tree.
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man fan Accept all relevant options

dice mice Accept all relevant options

swing ring Accept all relevant options

zip ship Accept all relevant options

Using grammar
A. paint  kick  dance  jump  write  pray
B. 1. Rahul sings songs. 5. We eat an apple every day.
 2. Jiya reads books. 6. Birds fly in the sky.
 3. Stars twinkle at night. 7. Plants need water.
 4. Grandma tells us stories. 8. I study for two hours.

Writing
First, get a bicycle according to your height.
Wear comfortable clothes and shoes. Wear a helmet.
Then take the bicycle on a slight slope.
After that, try sliding down on the bicycle for a few days.
When you can balance the bicycle, start pedalling.

Spelling
queen   quilt  question
quarrel  equal  square

6. Tom and Jerry

Quick answer
1.	 The	first	episode	of	Tom	and	Jerry	was	created	in	1940.
2. Tom and Jerry has won seven awards.
Read to answer
1. Tom and Jerry was made in America.
2. William Hanna and Joseph Barbera created Tom  

and Jerry.
3. Tom is a male cat.
Think to answer
1. When Tom tries to catch Jerry there is lot of confusion 

and usually Jerry succeeds in running away. 
2. One hundred and sixty four episodes of Tom and Jerry 

were produced in all.
3.	 Jerry	always	win	the	fights	with	Tom because he is 

clever than Tom. 
Discuss to answer

Words in use 
A. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B. Cold  Colder    Short  Shorter
 Old  Older     Wise   Wiser
 Wide  Wider     Fast  Faster
 Simple Simpler    Broad  Broader
 Hard  Harder    Sweet  Sweeter
Using grammar
Rahul is tall but Neeraj is short.
Both Neera and Sheela like reading books.
Joseph plays the guitar but Rohit likes painting.
I have a red bag but Mohit has a green bag.
Rahul and Ritesh go for a walk every day.
Writing
Dear Mummy,
I am sorry because I changed the channel that you were 
watching. I promise I will never behave like this again.
Regards,
XYZ

Spelling
watch  witch  kitchen  stitch  scratch  thatch

7. Come Little Children

Quick answer
1. a) children   2. b) new songs

Read to answer
1. The speaker wants children to learn short and long 

songs
2. Some notes rise and some fall. 
3. The songs are pleasing to the ear.

Think to answer
1. The speaker is a grown-up.
2. The tune of the songs shall echo in their head.

Discuss to answer
1. The speaker wants the children to hear songs that are 

old and new, long and short and pleasing to the ear. 

Name of series Tom and Jerry
Made in America
Created by William Hanna and Joseph 

Barbera
First episode produced 
in the year

1940

Total episodes 164
Main characters Tom and Jerry
Main story Tom and Jerry's quarrels 

cause lot of confusion
Total number of awards seven
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2. The children can sing songs that the speaker wants 
them to sing by noting the high and low notes, the 
time when the song breaks and the swing of it.  

Words in use
A. boy-boys girl-girls cow-cows
	 book-books	 pencil-pencils	 flower-flowers
 lion-lions
B. potato-potatoes tomato-tomatoes
 volcano-volcanoes buffalo-buffaloes

Using grammar
A. Rahul goes for a walk every day. (go, goes)
 Some birds sit on the branch of a tree in the morning.  

(sit, sits)
 My mother teaches in a school. (teach, teaches)
 Stars twinkle at night. (twinkle, twinkles)

B. Rabbits hop. A	fish	swims
Frogs leap I stroll.
A	butterfly	flutters Horses trot
Monkeys jump I walk.
A spider crawls A frog leaps
Snakes slither But I run.

Listen to understand

Sharan

Dolly and Joseph

Abu and Jina

Reena and Rahul

Farida and Pritam

2. Grandpa had made the suit for Remu.
3. Grandpa had worked for almost five years to make  

the suit.
4. Remu saw the stars using a telescope.
Think to answer
1. The suit looked like a sleeping bag with arms. 
2. Remu was sad because he could not see the stars. 
3. Remu could not see stars twinkling when he was in the 

sky because stars seem to twinkle as they are very far 
from us. When Remu went near they he could only see 
their light and not the twinkle.

Discuss to answer
Accept all relevant answers. 

Words in use
1. I don’t need anything more.
2. John knows everything about stars.
3. He eats nothing when he has stomach ache.
4. Everything	will	be	fine,	if	you	don’t	give	up.

Using grammar
A. an aeroplane  a bottle  an umbrella
 a car     an egg  an owl
B. 1. He wants a cup of coffee.
 2.  He has a cow and an ox. The cow is brown and the 

ox is black.
 3.  Rohit is an artist. John is a famous artist. All the 

artists respect them.
 4. You should eat an apple every day.
 5. My eyes start watering when I cut an onion.
 6. There is an owl sitting on the tree in our garden.
 7. I have an umbrella.
 8.  We saw an elephant. The elephant had a baby with it.
Listen to understand
1. We can see the sun during the day.    
2. We can see stars in the night.      
3. We can see planets in the sky during the day. 
4. Groups of planets are called constellations.  
5. We can see constellations during the night.  
6. A telescope helps us to see the stars clearly.  
Writing
Dear Mommy and Daddy,
I am on the Moon It does not shine here. It looks like Earth. 
I can see Earth shining like the Moon from here. I will come 
back in a few days.
Your daughter,
Mita
Spelling
king  wing  strong  young	 	 finger  ring

9. Peace in the World

Quick answer
1.    2.    3.    4. 

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
whale   wheel   wheat  white   whistle

8. Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

Quick answer
He presses the ‘Fly’ button.      2
Remu wears the suit.        1
Remu sees stars with a telescope.    7
Remu was disappointed,  
as	he	did	not	find	twinkling	stars.	 	 	 	 6
Remu goes to Sirius.        4
Remu sees shining Earth from the space.  5
He lands on Orion.         3
Read to answer
1. The suit had colourful buttons.
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Read to answer
1. We should work together to bring peace.(should, 

should not)
2. We should not talk to people of only our country. 

(should, should not)
3. We should make friends. (should, should not)
Think to answer
1.	 In	the	first	stanza	of	the	poem	the	poet	says	that	there	

should be peace among people living near and far. 
People of every colour and creed should work together 
to bring peace in the world. 

2. Friendship can grow when we live in unity. 
3. If people join hands there will be unity and peace.
Discuss to answer
A. 1.   2.   3.    4. 		 5. 
B. The poet wants us to work in unity. 
C. Accept all relevant answers. 
Words in use
A. 1. Ruhi is standing towards the Northeast.
 2. Nelson is at the Southeast. 
 3. Meena is standing at the Southwest.
 4. Shyam is standing at the Northwest.
Using grammar
We should not keep birds inside cages.
The children are playing outside their house.
We should go across a road carefully.
My book is inside the drawer.
The sportsman likes to sit among his fans.
Grandpa likes to sit outside in the sun.
The father keeps money inside his wallet.
The cat was hiding among the bushes.
Listen to understand
I sat on the chair.       4
I said sorry to my friend.     5
My friend put his bag on the chair.  1
I pushed him back.       3
I threw his bag.        2
Writing
A.  I am sorry. I shouted at you and did not listen to you. I 

hope you will forgive me. Let’s be friends again.
 Waiting for your reply.
 Your friend,
 Karan
B. Accept all relevant answers.
Spelling
stick  duck  neck  back  track  pick

10. Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar

Quick answer
1. Sachin Tendulkar was born on 24,	April,	1973.
2. The name of Tendulkar’s mother is Mrs Rajni Tendulkar.

3. The name of Tendulkar’s father is Mr Ramesh Tendulkar.
4. The name of Tendulkar’s coach is Mr Ramakant 

Achrekar.
5. The nickname of Tendulkar is Tendlya and Little Master.

Read to answer
1. The complete name of Sachin Tendulkar is Sachin 

Ramesh Tendulkar. 
2. His father was a novelist and his mother was an 

insurance professional. 
3. Tendulkar has made a hundred centuries.

Think to answer
1. Dennis Lillie is a fast bowler from Australia. 
2. Tendulkar made his hundredth century on 16, March 

2012	against	Bangladesh.	
3. Tendulkar announced his retirement form ODI Cricket 

on	23rd	December	2012.	

Discuss to answer
Name Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar

Birth Born on 24,	April	1973

Name of parents Mrs Rajni Tendulkar and  
Mr Ramesh Tendulkar

Name of school Sharadashram Vidya mandir 
High School

First match Against Pakistan,  
in	November	1989

Retirement from cricket 23rd	December	2012

Three awards won by 
Tendulkar

Padma Vibhushan, Padma Shri, 
Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award

Words in use
A. Singular Plural Singular Plural

Box Boxes City Cities

Story Stories Fly Flies

Baby Babies Bus Buses

Bench Benches Family Families

Brush Brushes Dish Dishes

Using grammar
A. 1. I read books.       S
 2. Do you read books?     Q
 3. How interesting this book is!   E
 4. Rainbows look beautiful.    S
 5. What a beautiful rainbow!   E
 6. Is there a rainbow in the sky?  Q
 7. Will you go to the library?   Q
 8. I go to the library every day.   S
	 9.	 What	a	collection	this	library	has!	 E
	 10.	Can	you	swim?	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Q
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 11. Look at the moon!      E
 12. The moon looks beautiful today. S

Listen to understand
1. We should exercise.      
2. We should be lazy.       
3.	 Exercise	makes	us	fit.	 	 	 	 	 	
4. We fall sick if we exercise.    
5. We should play only indoor games. 

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
tank  ankle  donkey  monkey  pink  trunk

11. Pinocchio

Quick answer
1. b. carpenter  2. a. puppet
3. a. blue   4. a. whale

Read to answer
1. Gepetto made Pinocchio.
2. Pinocchio was made of wood.
3. Gepetto wished for Pinocchio to become alive. 

Think to answer
1. Pinocchio could come to life if he proved himself to be 

brave, truthful and a helpful boy. 
2. Pinocchio and Geppeto tickled the whale’s stomach. 

When the whale sneezed and opened its mouth, they 
come out of the whale’s stomach.

Discuss to answer
Pinocchio – loving, clever, naughty, truthful, brave
Geppeto  – loving, clever

Words in use
A. harm  + ful  =  harmful
 colour  + ful  =  colourful
 wonder + ful  =  wonderful
 use  + ful  =  useful
 thank  + ful  =  thankful
 care  + ful  =  careful
 joy   + ful  =  joyful
 fear  + ful  =  fearful

Using grammar
This ball belongs to Neenu. This is Neenu’s ball.
This bat belongs to Amjad. This is Amjad’s bat.
This stick belongs to Grandma. This is Grandma’s stick.
This book belongs to my teacher.  
This is my teacher’s book. 
This car belongs to the little child.  
This is the little child’s car.

Listen to understand

2 4 3 15
Writing
Accept all relevant answers.
Spelling
buffalo  toffee  cliff  coffee  officer	 	 fluffy

12. Morning Prayer

Quick answer
1. a. morning   2. b. night
Read to answer
1. Sleeping and waking up are sweet.
2. The speaker prays to God at night.
3. The speaker made a promise that he will never sulk or 

fight.	
Think to answer
1. It is easy to keep promises when someone is asleep. 
2. Accept all relevant answers.
Discuss to answer
The speaker is a child. We come to know about it through 
the lines–Such vows are easier to keep, When a child is 
sound asleep
Words in use
A. noisy      different
 same      never
 against     late
 always     lead
 cool      quiet
 early      rough
 follow      warm
 smooth     for
Using grammar
A. 1. Rahul played (play) well.
 2. The birds flew	(fly)	away.
 3. Sim sat (sit) down on the table.
 4. We saw (see) a strange animal.
 5. Grandfather sold (sell) his car.
 6. He pushed (push) a truck.
 7. Sheena told (tell) me a funny story.
 8. The little girl wanted (want) to eat ice cream.
	 9.	 Mr	Singh	helped (help) us.
	 10.	The	lions	roared (roar) and we got (get) scared.
Listen to understand

Should do Should not do
keep the world clean throw garbage on the roads
grow more trees waste water
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Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
wall  yell  well  roll  tall  fall

13. The Jackal and the Drum

Quick answer
1.   2.   3.   4. 

Read to answer
1. The jackal reached a place where a king had fought a 

battle some time ago.
2. The jackal heard loud and strange sounds. 
3. The jackal entered the drum by piercing its side. 

Think to answer
1. The jackal thought of running away from the place at 

first.
2. The drum made sounds whenever the branches of the 

tree above struck against it. 
3. The jackal entered the drum by piercing it. 
4. The jackal thought in the end that although he could 

not get food, he could atleast get to know who was 
making those sounds. 

Discuss to answer

Quality How do you come to know about 
it?

Clever What	if	I	could	not	find	any	food,	I	
could at least get to know who was 
making that sound.

Brave The jackal went in the direction of 
the sounds and found a drum there.

Does not lose 
heart and looks at 
good things in life

I must not run away like that. Let me 
find	out	what	really	the	sounds	are	
and who is making them.

Words in use
A. D I K L K B N M O P D

I G V J N K O P L Q I
S E D I S L I K E M S
O V E R T U I K J H A
B B D I S O W N W N G
E N V D E E R D I S R
Y I V B N I D I S B E
V K C B T G D S W E E
D I S H O N E S T O P

B. Word   Opposite   Word   Opposite
 obey   disobey   like   dislike
 honest  dishonest  own   disown
 agree   disagree
Using grammar
A. 1. Mrs Jenny is our Math teacher. She/He loves us.

 2. I have a pet cat. It/He meows sweetly.
 3.  Nitish plays cricket. He/It is the captain of the 

school team.
 4.  My sister and I go for a walk every day. We/They 

take our dog with us.
 5.  My friend Karan and his sister go for a walk with us. 

They/He also take their pet dog with them.
 6.  Laila sings sweetly. She /They has won many awards.
B. 1.  Meena wants a cup of tea. Please give it to them/ her.
 2.  Dennis loves his daughter. His daughter loves her/ 

him  too. 
 3.  Whenever mother and I go out Bruno wants to go 

with them/us.
 4. Grandmother is sleeping. Don’t disturb him/her.
 5.  Daddy has brought some new books. I am sure you 

will like it/them.
 6. Mona has a dog. She loves us/it.
C. 

What is Nitin 
doing?

It is running 
after the mouse. 

What is Amina 
doing?

He is watering 
plants.

What is the cat 
doing? He is dancing. 

What are the boys 
doing? She is jumping.

What is Mehul 
doing?

They are 
playing.

Listen to understand
1.

2.

3.

4.

Writing
Peacock is the national bird of India. It has colourful 
feathers. It has a plume on its head. Peacocks spread 
their feathers when they dance. They are one of the most 
beautiful birds.
Spelling
cross  grass  class  dress  kiss  chess


